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SUMMER
STYLE
INDOOR SUMMER
2021~22
Summer is the season to create cool, calming interiors that reflect your
personal style. Our summer collection showcases natural and handmade
items, as we re-interpret traditional materials. Our aim is to create unique
and updated designs with a mix of different styles in the same room.
We offer a relaxed and soft colour palette this season, where neutrals
dominate. Rattan, mindi wood, teak, leather, jute, cotton and wool are just
some of the materials we incorporate.
From the Rexit furniture collection, which is contemporary, trendy and of
course handmade, to modular sofas, such as the Blok, for larger spaces. We
finish the look with neutral textiles to make your home unique.
Come and discover the whole collection, where natural is more fashionable
than ever!

Sofly basket, Tyara vase and Safara bench
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Sustainable and
responsible pieces
Natural materials are on trend to create
a home that reflects a temple of rest and
disconnection.
This collection inspires beautiful and calming
interiors; spaces to share a good meal,
bedrooms to encourage deep rest, living
spaces to relax and above all enjoy the
pleasure of doing nothing more than being at
home.

What better way to enjoy your home than with
hand crafted, designer pieces made from natural
and sustainable materials.
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Rexit TV unit CC2249FN46 | Caetana vase AA8177K03 | Alum 100cm mirror AA7988M46

Rexit sideboard CC2248FN46
Colomba basket planter AA8173FN46
Velia vase AA6617R12

Details that make
a difference
We know that having versatile spaces
throughout your home is more than necessary.
That’s why we are committed to making a
difference with these pieces.
We introduce storage that is not only practical,
and a decorative feature, but also sustainably
crafted from natural materials.

Beida bench seat CC2148M47
Cecira basket AA8174FN46
Shallowin cushion covers +sizes
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Share your
meals in style
There is nothing like enjoying the small
pleasures in life with your loved ones, and
nothing compares to a kitchen for bringing
people together.
What better way to create an authentic space
than offering an inviting table to gather, and
surrounding yourself with natural materials
and textures.

Colomba bowl AA8189FN46
Colomba large tray AA8193FN46

Itziar cannisters +sizes
Syriana serving boards +sizes

Accessorise
Our newest kitchen accessories are crafted
from sustainably sourced materials, with each
piece offering unique texture and pattern.

Rexit storage cabinet CC2250FN46
Maial 90cm round table CC2125M47
Colomba baskets +sizes
Anner vases + sizes & colours
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Dare to mix materials such as wood, glass,
marble, terrazzo and water hyacinth to create
a versatile space that is both functional and
filled with personality.
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Verna serving board + sizes
Verna set of 4 coasters AA7952PR05
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Rest in a natural
way
This bedroom collection has been made using
traditional craft techniques such as handbraiding, which gives them durability and
authenticity. As well as being totally unique.
Enjoy your bedroom with the Nadra armchair
for your moments of relaxation. Then finish
the space by adding earthy tones such as
terracotta, for a an invitingly natural space.
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Rexit set of drawers CC2252FN46
Rexit headboard D202FN46
Nadra accent chair CC2130M46
Tahiel clock AA5654K03

Tyara vase AA8622M43
Izem artwork +sizes
Camily & Clarice cushion covers
+sizes & colours

Rexit bedside table CC2253FN46
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Serenity now, with a
master retreat
As we know, the most important place to
achieve a relaxing and peaceful atmosphere is
in your bedroom. Or better yet, the ultimate
luxury of your own master retreat.
Complete your retreat with a spa feeling
for your en-suite, by incorporating natural
materials and a calming palette.
When sustainability, design and craftsmanship
come together, amazing things happen!

Rexit set of drawers CC2252FN46
Beida accent chair CC2138M47
Alum 50cm round mirror AA7990M46
Gisel 120cm round rug AA8251J12

Ena 80cm round mirror AA7994M46

Rexit headboard D202FN46
Rexit bedside table CC2253FN46
Beida bench seat CC2148M47

Zaya lined basket AA8317FN46
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In the mood for
Mediterranean
This look transports us to Summer’s most
desirable destinations, where you can enjoy
lazy afternoons, good times relaxing with
friends and that magical sea breeze feeling.
Natural fibres and predominant colours of
beige and blue give way to a decorative style
with a marine feel, conjuring the essence of
the Mediterranean.

Delcie 45 x 45cm cushion cover AA8237J10
Delcie 60 x60cm cushion cover AA8269J10
Glenda side table CC2147M47
Glenda coffee table CC2146M47
Fadua pouf AA8275FN46
Beida armchair CC2138M47
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The dream
Mediterranean interior
includes little touches,
reminiscent of cool sea
breezes

Caetana small vase AA8177K03
Caetana medium vase AA8178K03
Caetana large vase AA8186K03

You can create those Mediterranean
vibes you’re craving at home. Mixing
materials is your best bet for this
seasonal trend.
We’ve gone for a mix and match of
natural timber and rattan finishes
with neutral ceramics and textiles
featuring bold blue print or textured
finish.
Tele-port yourself to the coast and
feel the breeze from your living room...
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Agle small vase AA8172K03
Agle large vase AA8171K03
Shallowin 30x 50cm cushion cover AA8268J39

Ziza 45 x 45cm cushion cover AA8346J39
Ziza 60 x60cm cushion cover AA8347J39
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Sofas matter
The living room is the place we spend most of
our time, so having the perfect sofa matters.
It means having everything in one: comfort,
style, easy cleaning fabric, and space to fit the
entire family!
Our growing Blok collection has it all covered.
With with our new fabric finish and corner
modular options now available in all fabrics,
Blok lets you expand bigger than ever.
We provide you with the sofa, and you take
care of the style. Layer up with textiles, to
show your personality, then invite the whole
family over.

Blok sofa +sizes, colours & configurations
view the full collection online
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It’s a new mood for
Blok
Our best selling Blok sofa has a new Summer
accessory. With a quick slip of our linen blend
covers, the Blok changes from Winter to
Summer... Just like that you’ve got a whole
new look!

Blok linen slip cover +sizes & colours
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For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.

INDOOR SUMMER

Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

HIGHLIGHTS

www.laforma.com.au

Want more Blok?
Modular options,
ottomans and
cushions available in
all finishes.
View all Blok online
LaForma.com.au
Blok corner sofa 320 x 320 cm
Beige
S684GR39

Blok corner sofa 320 x 290 cm
Beige
S685GR39

Blok 2-seat sofa
Beige
S571GR39

Blok beige cover

Blok white cover

2 Seat S57FUN150SN12
3 Seat S57FUN180SN12

2 Seat S57FUN150SN39
3 Seat S57FUN180SN39

Blok grey corduroy
Now in corner
modular options

Blok pink corduroy
Now in corner
modular options

Blok corner sofa 290 x 290 cm
Beige
S686GR39

Blok corner sofa 320 x 230 cm
Beige
S683GR39

Blok 3-seat sofa
Beige
S570GR39

Beida armchair
CC2138M47

Fantine dining chair
CC1918FN12

Leandra armchair
CC1916FN12

Nadra armchair
CC2130M46

Nuru armchair
CC2136P10

Blok corner sofa 290 x 230 cm
Beige
S717GR39

Blok 2-seat sofa with
Left chaise
S575GR39

Blok 2-seat sofa with
Right chaise
S574GR39

Blok 3-seat sofa with
Left chaise
S572GR39

Yaira armchair
CC1912J36

Beida bench
120cm
CC2148M47

Safara bench
150cm
CC2121M46

Safara stool
CC2122M46

Glenda coffee table
CC2146M47

Blok beige 2 seat cover

Blok beige 2 seat cover

Blok white 2 seat cover

Blok white 2 seat cover

Left hand chaise
S57FUNCHISN12

Right hand chaise
S57FUNCHDSN12

Left hand chaise
S57FUNCHISN39

Right hand chaise
S57FUNCHDSN39

Glenda side table
CC2147M47

Maial dining table
90cm diameter
CC2125M47

Arundal shelf
AA1222M47

Flavina hanger
with mirror
AA7991M46

Natesa headboard
D206P10

Blok 3-seat sofa with
Right chaise
S573GR39
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For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.

INDOOR SUMMER

Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

HIGHLIGHTS
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Rexit bedside table
CC2253FN46

Rexit 5 drawer unit
CC2252FN46

Rexit 4 drawer unit
CC2251FN46

Rexit cabinet
CC2250FN46

Rexit TV stand
CC2249FN46

Tyara vase
Short
AA8620M43

Tyara vase
Tall
AA8622M43

Tahiel clock
AA5654K03

Zakie wall clock
AA8958M46

Cecira planter
AA8174FN46

Rexit sideboard
CC2248FN46

Rexit headboard
D202FN46

Cesia leather pouf
AA8640P10

Fadua pouffe
AA8275FN46

Shore pouf
White
AA0100J33

Colomba tray
Small
AA8194FN46

Colomba tray
Large
AA8193FN46

Colomba bowl
AA8189FN46

Colomba
Planter
AA8185FN46

Colomba
Planter with stand
AA8173FN46

Shore pouf
Turquoise
AA0100J80

Agle vase
Small
AA8172K03

Agle vase
Large
AA8171K03

Anner small vase
Blue
AA0600C25

Anner large vase
Blue
AA436C25

Tabuk basket
A194FN11

Zaya basket
Lined
AA8317FN46

Zaya basket
Open weave
AA8169FN46

Akila mirror
40cm diameter
AA7983J10

Akila mirror
60cm diameter
AA7982J10

Anner small vase
Brown
AA0600C10

Anner large vase
Brown
AA436C10

Caetana vase
Small
AA8177K03

Caetana vase
Medium
AA8178K03

Caetana vase
Large
AA8186K03

Alum mirror
50cm diameter
AA7990M46

Alum mirror
80cm diameter
AA7989M46

Alum mirror
100cm diameter
AA7988M46

Ena mirror
80cm diameter
AA7994M46

Porter mirror
85cm diameter
AA0700M47
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For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.

INDOOR SUMMER

Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

HIGHLIGHTS
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Yvaine mirror
80 x 180 cm
AA7930M46

Melya wall panel
30cm diameter
AA8597M46

Melya wall panel
48cm diameter
AA7999M46

Melisa wall panel
30cm diameter
AA8596M46

Mely wall panel
49cm diameter
AA7997M46

Temira coasters
Set of 4
AA7957PR05

Temira serving board
Small
AA7956PR05

Temira serving board
Large
AA7955PR05

Vanina serving board
Small
AA7953PR05

Vanina serving board
Large
AA7954PR05

Mely wall panel
50cm diameter
AA7998M46

Sawa wall panel
60cm diameter
EA290M47

Venertia wall panel
63.5 x 61 cm
AA7885R83

Adelta picture
80 x 110cm
AA8238

Basilisa picture
90 x 90cm
AA6195

Verna coasters
Set of 4
AA7952PR05

Verna serving board
Small
AA7950PR05

Verna serving board
Large
AA7949PR05

Gisel rug
120cm diameter
AA8251J12

Nurit rug black
160 x 230cm
AA7151J01

Beija set 2 pictures
32 x 42cm
AA8246

Brunella set 2 pictures
32 x 42cm

AA8244

Gara picture
50 x 70cm
AA6689

Izem picture
40 x 40cm
AA8125

Izem picture
50 x 70 cm
AA8144

Nurit rug beige
160 x 230cm
AA7151J12

Paolina rug grey
160 x 230cm
AA7153J03

Paolina rug beige
160 x 230cm
AA7153J12

Siria rug beige
200 x 300cm
AA7150J12

Yariela mat
46 x 60cm
AA8167FN46

Itziar cannister
Small
AA9024K20

Itziar cannister
Large
AA9022K20

Syriana serving board
Short
AA8944M46

Syriana serving board
Long
AA8943M46

Tahis coasters
Set of 4
AA7939PR05

Yariela mat
35 x 60cm
AA8166FN46

Ami throw
Beige
AA6388J09

Caitlin throw
Beige
AA6378J81

Pearle throw
Beige
AA6385J05

Seila throw
Beige
AA6386J12
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For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.

INDOOR
IN & SUMMER
OUT

Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

HIGHLIGHTS

Shallow throw
White
AA8266J12

Shallow throw
Orange
AA8260J13

Shallow throw
Green
AA8248J19

Shallow throw
Maroon
AA6993J34

Delcie cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8237J10

Delcie cushion cover
60 x 60cm
AA8269J10

Edelma cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8270J12

Edelma cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8273J39

Shallow cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8265J12

Shallow cushion cover
30 x 50cm
AA8264J12

Shallow cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8265J13

Shallow cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8278J19

www.laforma.com.au

Hinde cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8263J39

Natesa headboard D206P10
Alum mirror 80cm round AA7989M46
Kadia table lamp AA6523R34
Shallowin cushion cover

Shallowin cushion cover

45 x 45cm
AA8267J39

30 x 50cm
AA8268J39
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Ziza cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8346J39
LaForma.com.au

Ziza cushion cover
60 x 60cm
AA8347J39

Ziza cushion cover
45 x 45cm
AA8355J39
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GET IN TOUCH
BRISBANE
58 Robertson Street
Fortitude Valley. QLD. 4006
M: +61 456 644 477

SYDNEY
The Alex,
40-42 O’Riordan Street
Alexandria. NSW. 2015
M: +61 421 948 733

MELBOURNE
Unit 3,
278 Ferntree Gully Road
Notting Hill. VIC. 3168
M: +61 439 209 466

Trade showrooms via appointment

sales@laforma.com.au
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